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Abstract
We introduce route avoidance using alibi routing, in
which a source can provably avoid a particular area when
sending traffic to a destination. Our approach combines
overlay routing and latency estimation using network co-
ordinates to establish an “alibi” — a packet could not
possibly have gone to the relay(s), the area to be avoided,
and the destination within the considered timeframe. In
our simulation over PlanetLab ping trace data, we show
that geographic coordinates map well to 2-D network co-
ordinates and allow us to reason about who can avoid
whom and at what costs. We find that geography, par-
ticularly the continent and distribution of nodes, is a pri-
mary determinant of the possibility and costs of provable
avoidance. We also discuss potential extensions to alibi
routing, including secure network coordinates and “scaf-
folding” for constructing paths with multiple relays.

Introduction
In this work, we study a new networking primitive that
we refer to asroute avoidance: Send to a destination
while provably avoiding certain parts of the network.
Route avoidance has a broad set of applications, such as
avoiding regions that censor traffic they transit [3] or per-
forming what-if analyses of network failures (forward as
if all of, say, Texas had experienced major power out-
ages). There are two key properties we seek to obtain:
easy deployment and provable avoidance. The purpose
of this study is to understand if they can be achieved in
today’s Internet.

Ideally, route avoidance would be a low-level network
primitive, but to facilitate deployment and adoption, we
will investigate whether route avoidance can be provided
usingoverlay routing. Overlay routing is a class of peer-
to-peer protocols in which nodes form a virtual network
on top of the physical one and influence the physical
route by specifying intermediate destinations [2]. To se-
lect the intermediate destinations, we need to know or es-
timate the relative placement of nodes and costs of rout-
ing to them. Network coordinate systems such as Vivaldi
[7] assign coordinates to each node such that the distance

between two nodes’ coordinates estimates their commu-
nication latency.

Previous avoidance routing work by Kline and Reiher
implements avoidance at the autonomous system (AS)
level and requires participation from ASes, but we would
like the system to be decentralized and easy to deploy.
Moreover, they do not provide proof that the avoidance
was successful. To prove that the route successfully
avoided an area, we can provide an “alibi” that the packet
had to have gone another way. Network coordinates es-
timating latencies combined with overlay routing allow
us to prove that a packet’s route could not have gone
through a particular area.

The organization of this paper is as follows: We begin
with an overview of the system, introducing a scenario
using one relay and discussing security considerations.
Next we describe the data and simulation methods. We
then present results and analysis from our simulation, in-
cluding the mapping from geographic to network coor-
dinates, comparison of countries’ ability to reach desti-
nations while avoiding a particular country, the costs of
avoidance, and scenarios of high uncertainty. Finally we
conclude with a discussion of future work and other con-
siderations, such as relay selection, multiple relays and
avoidees, and alternative coordinate systems.

System Overview
Alibi Routing
Suppose that a source S wishes to send a packet to
destination D and be able to check that the packet did
not travel through area A. Network coordinates [7, 9],
along with a system that helps peers navigate through
them [13], will allow S to select a relay R through which
to forward packets. The question is does there exist a re-
lay R such that forwarding through R can provide some
proof that the packet avoided A?

Let LP1P2···Pn
denote the latency of the path through

pointsP1 throughPn (i.e. the sum of one-way laten-
cies fromP1 to P2, P2 to P3, · · · , andPn−1 to Pn). As
shown in Figure 1, we can compare latency estimates of
the shortest path going through R but not A (LSRD) to
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(a) The packet does not go through X. (b) Route through X is
detected using (1a).

(c) Route through X is
detected using (1b).

Figure 1: Avoidance scenario illustrating potential pathsand latency estimates.

those of the shortest possible paths going through R and
a point X in A (LSRXD, LSXRD).

Suppose S has sent a packet to D via R with round-trip
time (RTT)r such thatr

2
≈ LSRD.

LSRD ≪ LSRXD (1a)

≪ LSXRD (1b)

If (1a) and (1b) hold, then we conclude that the packet
could not have gone to X. The packet’s alibi is that it
went through R and reached D in a timeframe such that
it could not have had time to go to X. Thus, a good relay
is one such thatLSRD can serve as an alibi to determine
that the packet did not go through A.

Security
We consider an attack model consisting of malicious
nodes that may collude to provide honest nodes with
false coordinates. The popular Vivaldi network coordi-
nate system [7] is insecure to malicious nodes that ad-
vertise false coordinates or inflate RTT estimates to influ-
ence honest nodes’ coordinates. A particularly insidious
attack on network coordinate systems is the frog-boiling
attack [6], in which malicious nodes falsely report their
latency measurements in small increments; these go un-
detected because coordinate updates must allow for small
network fluctuations. Newer latency estimation systems
that protect against frog-boiling and other attacks include
Treeple [4], KoNKS [5], and Newton [15]. Treeple for-
goes the Euclidean coordinate system in favor of a graph-
based approach to latency estimation, but it requires cen-
tralized, trusted vantage points. KoNKS and Newton re-
main fully decentralized and still use the Euclidean co-
ordinate system, so they would be appropriate for our
system.

We define a “good” relay as one that successfully
leads to avoidance and a “bad” relay as one that leads to
traversing the avoidance area A. Using the closest-node

and basic-targeted attack variations of the frog-boiling
attack [6], an attacker could make a bad relay appear
good by obtaining a coordinate that is close to the source
and destination and far from the avoidance area. With
the network partition variation of frog-boiling [6], the at-
tacker artificially partitions the network into two clusters
of nodes. The attacker could put all bad relays and the
destination in the same cluster as the source and the opti-
mal relays and avoidance area in the other cluster, mak-
ing bad relays appear good and vice versa. In these situa-
tions, the alibi routing approach would select the bad re-
lays that make traversing the avoidance area more likely.

At a high level, an attacker can proceed in two ways —
make all good relays appear bad so that avoidance seems
impossible (I) or make bad relays appear good (II). In ap-
proach I, the source S believes that it, the destination D,
or all possible relays R are in A, so there is no good relay
that could help in avoiding A. If the source believes that
avoidance is impossible, it will not use overlay routing to
avoid the area and will not be able to determine whether
its traffic went through A. In approach II, the source has
a false location for S, D, R, or A that leads it to pick a
bad relay. Traffic goes through A but the source thinks
that it successfully avoided A. If S, D, or R are actually
in A, the source thinks avoidance is possible when it is
not. Otherwise if they are not in A, false coordinates
can lead to selecting a relay that requires traversing A. In
both approaches I and II, the attacker can either convince
honest nodes of false coordinates for S, D, or R or for the
avoidance area.

We proceed with simulation using the basic Vivaldi
coordinate system, but a possible approach to making
our system more secure is for the source and a set of
peers (the verification set) to contact at least one node M
in A. These probes provide RTT estimates, which may
not be correct. Based on the results from the source and
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verification set, the source determines whether the ini-
tial network coordinates for M are reasonable (similar
to [5, 16, 17]). The source can repeat this for multiple
nodes in A, and only proceeds with the alibi routing pro-
tocol if its confidence in A’s network coordinates are be-
yond a source-specific threshold T. It may also be possi-
ble for the source to use maximum likelihood estimation,
the collected RTT estimates, and verifiers’ coordinates to
find a better approximation for M and thus A’s network
coordinates. Experimental investigation of the system
under various attack models would help determine the
optimal value of T, the size and selection method of the
verification set, and the number of nodes and character-
istics of M in A. Such a parameterization is an area of
future work.

Data and Methodology
We used Harvard’s Vivaldi simulator
(http://www.eecs.harvard.edu/∼syrah/nc/), which takes
as input a set of latency measurements and outputs each
node’s network coordinates. For simulation, we needed
a dataset with latency estimates between nodes and
location information about the node (at the finest level, a
latitude-longitude pair and at the coarsest, a country). We
used median latencies from Harvard’s 72-hour PlanetLab
ping trace, which represents RTTs among 226 PlanetLab
nodes distributed globally. The Vivaldi coordinates for
Harvard’s 4-hour subset of the trace and for the median
latency set did not differ significantly, so we can use a
single representative snapshot of the network without
loss of generality. To determine the location of each
node, we used MaxMind’s GeoLite Country database
(http://dev.maxmind.com/geoip/legacy/geolite), which
maps IP address blocks to a country. MaxMind
mapped IP addresses in the PlanetLab ping trace to
22 “countries,” which we can also group into five
“continents”.1

Our settings for the Vivaldi simulator were set to two
dimensions without height and 56,500 rounds (250 times
the number of nodes). We discuss the consideration of
higher dimensions or a different coordinate system in the
Discussion section. To investigate how well countries
are grouped in the 2-D network coordinate space, we ran
classifiers from the Weka toolkit to classify nodes in the
network coordinate system by country. The Naive Bayes
and J48 decision tree classifiers were able to classify
nodes by country, each having about 18% misclassified
instances. There was good precision and recall for the
countries with more nodes (e.g. U.S., China) and poorer
precision/recall for countries with fewer nodes. This

1MaxMind’s database mapped one of the PlanetLab nodes to “Eu-
rope” rather than a specific country. We treat Israel as part of the Middle
East instead of Asia, because its latency behavior more closely resem-
bles that of Europe than Asia in our results.

demonstrated that network coordinates permit thinking
of avoidance at a country level of granularity.

Given our results and the clear clustering by country,
using Maxmind works well for looking up country from
IP address. At least for this PlanetLab set of 226 nodes,
the 2-D network coordinates do lead to clusters by coun-
tries and are classifiable. Ideally, we would analyze a
dataset with more nodes that are more geographically
diverse and non-PlanetLab data that is more “organic”
(since Ledlie et al. found that PlanetLab data are not rep-
resentative of real networks).

Accounting for Uncertainty
Network coordinates based on latency measures are an
approximation and could be off by some margin of error,
especially since networks fluctuate, latencies can vary,
and the triangle inequality does not always hold in In-
ternet routing [12]. As a result, we need to tolerate
some uncertainty in the network coordinates and build
this into our checks for avoidance. We take a conser-
vative approach and only choose relays we are certain
allow us to avoid a given region. The certainty margin
ε defines the≪ expressed in our inequalities proposed
in Alibi Routing. We can defineε in terms of raw la-
tency (in milliseconds) or relative latency (a percentage).
We use the latter for the purposes of our simulation; the
ε = 10% certainty margin means thata ≪ b if and only
if b exceedsa by more than10%: b−a

a
> 10%. In situa-

tions of high uncertainty, a higher margin should be used
because it means we have a higher threshold for certainty
that we avoided the region.

iPlane Dataset
We began with the University of Washington iPlane
datasets [14] but found that their estimates did not result
in a representative distribution of nodes in the network
coordinate space. The datasets include latency estimates
between points of presence (PoPs), mappings from IP ad-
dresses to PoPs, and location information about some IP
addresses as either latitude-longitude or a city and coun-
try. Initial analysis of the results in the network coordi-
nate system showed high error values, clear violations of
basic properties, and poor conditions for avoidance. In
particular, we discovered the following oddities with the
iPlane latency data that lead us to avoid using them in
our study:

1. For 12 out of 47 countries, the median distance for
an intranational link exceeds that of international
links. Since the median latency estimates for in-
tranational links were reasonably less than those of
international links, we expect a similar relationship
for distances within the network coordinate system.
It should not be the case, for instance, that links
within China take much longer than China’s typical
link to other countries.
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2. For 113 out of 695 pairs of countries, the latency
estimate appears to violate physical laws. We used
the Wolfram Alpha API to look up the time it would
take the speed of light in fiber to travel the great
circle distance between the centers of two countries.
Comparing this time to the average latency for each
pair of countries roughly checks whether the latency
estimate is possible. For example, a link from the
U.S. to Saudi Arabia with iPlane’s latency estimate
of 1ms is unreasonable given that the speed of light
would take 56ms to travel the great circle distance.

3. There is very little separation/clustering of countries
within the network coordinate system, as shown by
plots color-coded by country and poor classifier and
clustering results. Most countries were centered
around the origin.

We suspect the latencies and resulting network do not
reflect the actual network topology, based on the physi-
cal violations and the lack of obvious clustering that the
PlanetLab results have. Regardless of which country the
nodes belong to, the PlanetLab trace shows distinct clus-
ters in the coordinate space that are not present with the
iPlane data. For these reasons, we used the Harvard data
only.

Results
How do geographic coordinates map to network coor-
dinates? Our simulation over the PlanetLab trace gave
us a better sense of the mapping between geographic and
network coordinates and the kind of areas that can be
avoided. In particular, we wanted to see if contiguous
areas such as a country in one system would still be con-
tinuous in the other. We found that geographic coordi-
nates map fairly well to 2-D network coordinates without
height. Contiguous areas such as countries end up clus-
tered in the network coordinate system, as shown by a
plot of network coordinates color-coded by country (Fig-
ure 2). There is some overlap of countries that are ge-
ographically close, due to international links with laten-
cies shorter than intranational links. As evident in Fig-
ure 2, limited data can make it difficult to clearly sepa-
rate “borders” of neighboring countries, such as U.S. and
Canada, in the network coordinate space. At a coarser
level, however, it is easy to separate larger regions such
as continents — Asia, North America, and Europe visi-
bly map to distinct, separated clusters.

There is a strong correlation between median latency
between two given countries and the corresponding
network coordinate distance, based on plots of latency
against distance (Figure 3). This verifies that the

2The three geographic regions were individually rotated, scaled,
and skewed to roughly match countries’ locations in the network co-
ordinate space.

Figure 2: Plot of 2-D network coordinates, color-coded
by country, overlaid over transformed2 geographic re-
gions.
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transformation to network coordinates preserves the
relationships among countries and that we can take ad-
vantage of the correlations among geographic distance,
network latency, and network coordinate distance.

What kind of areas can be avoided, and un-
der what circumstances? After mapping geographic
areas to network coordinates, the next question is what
kind of areas can be avoided and when. The areas
that can be provably avoided depend on the source,
destination, and available relays, particularly their
geographic locations and latencies to other countries.
Our plots focus on “reach”: the number of reachable
destinations that a source can successfully reach given
an avoidee (rather than the possible avoidees given a
destination). A source country’s reach seems closely
tied to the continent. For each source country, we plot
the CDF of reach values over all of the avoidees (Figure
4). The shape of the curve appeared distinct across
continents but fairly similar for countries from the same
continent.

Though the shape of the curve is consistent for a con-
tinent, some countries have more reach than others (the
curve is farther to the right), perhaps due to development.
For example, within Asia, Taiwan and Singapore have
better reach than China and India (Figure 4a). Planet-
Lab’s data and its geographic distribution of nodes may
bias the results.3 U.S. had the highest reach, followed by
Europe and then Asia. Overall, there are many oppor-
tunities for provable avoidance, with geography signifi-
cantly influencing who can avoid whom.

In the plots of number of reachable destinations
against distance to avoidee (Figure 5), we generally see
that reach depends primarily on geography rather than
distance to the avoidee when avoiding a particular coun-
try. Our initial hypothesis was that the plots would in-
dicate a positive linear relationship between distance to
avoidee and reach, where being farther from the avoidee
increases ability to reach destinations successfully. In-
stead, we see the results depend on the continents of the
source and avoidee rather than distance. For instance, the
plots for other Asian countries resemble that of China,
with generally high reach for Asia and the Americas but
variable reach for Europe. When sending from Brazil or
Asia and avoiding a European country, the reach varies
with the avoidee even when distance to the avoidee is
roughly the same. Our initial results when using two re-
lays instead of one (see Multiple Relays and Avoidees)
were similar; Brazil and China had slightly increased
reach for the European countries but it was still deter-
mined by continent.

3More than half of the countries in the dataset are in Europe, so
reach is biased toward European destinations.
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The distribution and placement of nodes throughout
the network determines who has the best reach and who
can be easily avoided. For instance, with so many coun-
tries in Europe, European countries have good reach
while Brazil and Asian countries are less able to find an
effective relay for many destinations. Having the avoidee
far from the path SRD makes successful avoidance more
likely, especially in situations of high uncertainty (as
shown by relays color-coded by allowable uncertainty in
Figure 6).

Does avoidance require accurate coordinates?
Even when allowing for high uncertainty, there are still
many instances of successful avoidance. As uncer-
tainty increases, the separation by continent becomes
more evident, as shown in Figure 7 (i.e. countries from
the same continent exhibit less variation in reach, con-
verging toward the same curve). As mentioned previ-
ously, having the avoidee far from the path SRD im-
proves chances for avoidance when there may be high
uncertainty.ε serves as a confidence measure based on
min(LSRAD, LSARD)−LSRD (how much longer a path
including the avoidee takes). This implicitly specifies the
error in the network coordinates that we tolerate.

How much delay does avoidance cost? To analyze
costs, we can look at the CDF plots of median additional
cost. We first drop the (source, destination, avoidee)
triples where the direct path without using a relay may
suffice (see Multiple Relays and Avoidees section). In
fact, for 72.8% of the22 ∗ 21 ∗ 20 = 9240 triples, the
direct path is enough to prove avoidance and relays are
not necessary. With the remaining scenarios that require
and can provably avoid using a single relay, we find the
minimum additional cost for each (source, destination,

avoidee) triple. We then aggregate over the destinations
and reduce to (source, avoidee) pairs by taking the me-
dian cost over all of the destinations.4 Finally we plot
the CDF of this median additional cost for the partic-
ular source country over all avoidees. For scaling pur-
poses, we plot with a log scale. For many of the source
countries, we see in Figure 8 that costs are low (less than
10ms) for a majority of the avoidees.

We hypothesized that as uncertainty increases, the cost
of avoidance would increase since relays have to be far-
ther from the avoidee. Instead, we find that though reach
decreases, the costs for many countries still remain low
to get to destinations that are still reachable. We again
see that the curve is closely related to which continent the
country is in. The countries with higher costs for some
avoidees are generally non-European, due to the geo-
graphic distribution of our dataset (more European coun-
tries). In general, the factors that affect cost seem to be
geographic location (e.g. continent, country), the coun-
try’s reach, and relative placement of relays. This indi-
cates that soliciting participation from widely-positioned
relays can significantly improve performance.

Discussion
Through simulation and initial analysis, we investigated
the possibility of route avoidance and a potential method
of proving successful avoidance. The next step would
be to use these observations in designing and building
an implementation. Specific applications where route
avoidance would be useful to implement as a plugin in-
clude the Chrome web browser and Tor overlay routing
[8], which supports anonymous communication.

Some remaining open questions are better informed
by a system implementation and evaluation, such as the
following:

• How often do network coordinates change and by
how much, such that new relays need to be selected?

• What incentives exist for participation? If a larger
and well-distributed network allows for more avoid-
ance scenarios, what aspects of the system’s design
can encourage more nodes to join the overlay net-
work?

• How well does the system perform under various
attack models?

In designing the system, we would want a more princi-
pled approach to measuring and reasoning about error in
latency measurements and network coordinates.

Relay Selection
Our simulation revealed who can avoid whom and eval-
uated potential relays based on global knowledge, but

4We use an additional cost value of -1 when there are no destina-
tions for the particular source and avoidee that require or can be prov-
ably reached with a single relay.
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our system implementation has to be able to choose the
“best” relay to use based on local knowledge. Sherpa
[13] can help with relay selection by finding the node
that minimizes a specified cost function. Intuitively, the
cost function has to state which nodes can serve as relays
given ourε and of these, which ones are better or worse.
Once we know a relay can lead to successful avoidance,
we want to minimize the additional cost in terms of la-
tency — how much longer is the path through the relay
than the direct path? This reasoning produces the follow-
ing cost function for some potential relay R:

cost(R) =

{

∞ if (1a) or (1b) does not hold,

LSRD otherwise.

In other words,ε determines the radius for some circle
around A where the cost is∞. Any nodes in this circle
are too close to A to serve as a good relay. For the nodes
outside of this circle, the cost is simply the latency of the

path SRD. (We do not need to subtractLSD since it is
constant.)

Multiple Relays and Avoidees
For many (source, destination, avoidee) triples in our
dataset, there does not exist a provable avoidance path
using only one relay. Our initial results from investigat-
ing two-relay paths revealed generally increased reach
but also increased additional costs. To expand our check
for successful avoidance to multiple relays, we simply
extend the inequalities in (1). For example, with two
relaysR1 andR2, we compare the “safe” path latency
LSR1R2D in each of

LSR1R2D ≪ LSAR1R2D (2a)

≪ LSR1AR2D (2b)

≪ LSR1R2AD. (2c)

For R1 andR2 to generate an alibi, any path including
R1 andR2 that also goes through A must have much
greater latency than the path that does not go through A.
A more general definition is that for N relays, we have
to checkN + 1 inequalities, since A could be inserted
between any two nodes in the safe path. Note that this
also holds for the 0-relay case, where the direct path is
enough to prove a packet did not go through A. With 0
relays, we have one inequality comparingSD to SAD.
If SD ≪ SAD, we can prove avoidance and do not
incur any additional latency costs.

Sherpa [13] only supports looking for the single best
relay, so in order to support multiple relays while main-
taining a decentralized, local-knowledge approach, we
introduce “scaffolding.” Based on local knowledge, if a
source cannot prove avoidance using a single relay, then
it greedily chooses a relay with the highest chance of
avoiding the destination using additional relays. Treating
this relay as a virtual source, this process continues recur-
sively until we reach the second-to-last relay, which is
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able to prove avoidance using the single-relay approach
discussed earlier. Using the scaffolding technique, the
source aims to choose as its next relay an existing neigh-
bor who is able to successfully avoid. To illustrate, as-
sume that some neighborR1 is able to reach D avoiding
A using one relayR2. (R1 uses the approach defined
earlier to selectR2.) By the alibi routing approach, this
means the following two inequalities hold:

LR1R2D ≪ LR1AR2D

≪ LR1R2AD

We can add S to the beginning of each path becauseLSR1

is a constant latency. This gives us (2b) and (2c):5

LSR1R2D ≪ LSR1AR2D

≪ LSR1R2AD

To prove successful avoidance using relaysR1 andR2,
we only have to additionally show (2a). SinceLR1R2D

is constant, we simplify (2a) to

LSR1
≪ LSAR1

. (3)

Thus, if S cannot avoid A using one relay, it simply has
to select as its next relay a nodeR1 such thatR1 can
avoid A in one relay and (3) holds. Under these condi-
tions, S can avoid A using two relays. More generally, if
LSR1

≪ LSAR1
andR1 can avoid A using N relays, S

can avoid A usingN+1 relays (the first of which isR1).
There may also be practical applications where the

source wishes to provably avoid multiple avoidees at
once. We could integrate obstacle avoidance algo-
rithms from artificial intelligence, which find the ideal
point(s) (relays) for navigating around the obstacles
(avoidees). This would likely require multiple relays, so
the complete solution would involve some path-finding
AI method as well as multiple relay scaffolding.

Alternative Coordinate Systems
While we focused on mapping to a 2-D Euclidean space,
we can also consider adding height and/or more di-
mensions or switching to a non-Euclidean (e.g. spheri-
cal) space. The original Vivaldi work [7] found spher-
ical coordinates to be less effective, positing that In-
ternet paths do not wrap around the Earth. However,
Agarwal and Lorch found that spherical coordinates with
height worked well in Vivaldi when coordinates were ini-
tialized using geographic coordinates.

Based on Figure 2 and the latency data, we observed
that paths between Asia and Europe may indeed travel
through North America. For many European countries,
the median “direct” latency from China to the country

5This requires≪ to be defined in terms of absolute rather than rel-
ative latencies, unlike our simulation.

roughly equals the latency of the “indirect” path from
China to the United States to the destination. In fact, for
all European countries except the United Kingdom and
the “Europe” classification, the indirect latency through
the United States is within 3.3% of the direct latency.
As an example, the median latency from China to Den-
mark is 446ms, from China to the United States is 290ms,
and from the United States to Denmark is 154ms. Com-
paring290 + 154 = 444ms for the indirect path to the
measured 446ms for the direct path, we find it within
reason that packets from China to Denmark may travel
through North America. These observations support (1)
Internet paths do not wrap around the earth and (2) the
2-D mapping in Figure 2, where North America lies be-
tween Asia and Europe, is representative of the Internet.
Adding more dimensions may make it easier to separate
neighboring countries, but we also do not want to over-
specify the model when we have limited data.
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